Abstract. A propositional formula can be approximated by a concave quadratic function. This approximation is obtained as a second order Taylor expansion of a convex smooth model. It is shown that in the 3-SAT case, the involved parameters can be set to such values that yield optimal discriminative properties. Two concentric (generally elliptic) quadratic convex regions are established, the inner one containing only satis able assignments and the outer one excluding the average non satis able assignment and including all satis able assignments.
1 Introduction.
Smooth convex and concave transforms of propositional formulae were introduced by van Maaren, Groote and Rozema in 4]. In 5] the eigenvalues of the associated Hessian matrices were used to design a branching variable heuristic which has (experimentally) been shown to result in relatively small search trees, even in case that no other additional node procedure than unit clause elimination was involved. In this paper we investigate the second order Taylor expansion of the smooth concave model on its discriminative properties. It is shown that, in general, a parametric family of valid convex quadratic cuts can be derived and that, speci cally in the 3-SAT case, parameter values can be established in such a way that these valid cuts separate the \average" non satis able truth assignment from all satis able ones. This is done by deriving a threshold value which is the solution to a parametric convex quadratic programming problem. In other words, a convex quadratic region is derived which contains all solutions to the SAT problem involved but which excludes most of the non solutions. Generally this region is shown to be an elliptic region. The above threshold value depends only on the global characteristics of the CNF formula involved, being the numbers S m , which indicate the number of m-literal clauses.
The aim of this research is to provide geometric insight in the satis ability problem and to make a start with using the quadratic valid cuts in order to yield linear valid cuts of speci c interest.
As to the rst goal we include a discussion on balanced formula 1] and their geometric representations. As to the second we explicitly derive a formula yielding the desired threshold in the mixed 2,3-SAT case. We pay special attention to pure 2-SAT formulae. This is not because we want to contribute to the solution procedure for this class, as they can be solved in linear time. The reason why we do so is because the expressions involved are much simpler and yet the methods used generalize naturally to the other more complex cases. Although the paper is essentially self contained, the reader is supposed to be familiar with the SAT terminology, the Integer Programming Approach to the SAT-Problem as well as to some basic facts concerning the SAT problem. We refer to 2] for the above. For a detailed discussion of smooth convex models we refer to 4] and 5]. Related studies on smoothing binary programming problems are found in 3] and 6].
We conclude with the remark that in spite of the less attractive expresssions that are created by di erentiating the smooth model, the purely combinatorial entities which show up are partly familiar in the SAT area (when di erentiating once) and partly de ne new (to the best of the author's knowledge) and interesting characteristics of CNF formulae.
2 The smooth concave model.
In 4] and 5] smooth convex and concave models are introduced and discussed at length. In order to keep this paper self contained we shall (only very brie y) recall the relevant formulae. Since we only deal with the concave model here we omit superscripts o and * as they appear in the previously quoted papers.
For " > 0 we consider A " : ( In other words, the smooth convex region de ned by the inequality
separates \true" vertices from \false" vertices (assignments). Again, we mention that for " s # 0 and r ! ?1, (2.9) converges to the BIP representation of the satis ability problem for .
In this paper we investigate a weaker, but more accessable inequality, namely the one obtained by replacing (x) by its second order Taylor expansion at c, the center of the cube. Doing so, we shall establish a convex quadratic region in R N which has weaker discriminative properties but is much more adapted for calculations and is suitable for deriving linear valid cuts with speci c features. The value (c) shall frequently occur in our expressions. Notice that To understand the main goals and reasoning of this paper the reader need not go necessarily in the sometimes tedious details of the calculations, involving unattractive expressions as in the above. It is enough to realize that these are just \real numbers" showing up because of using A " and A r as given in (2.1) and (2.2). Essential is however, to keep in mind that they are completely determined by the parameters and the global characteristics of the CNF formula involved. The aim of this paper is to establish numbers m sat and M sat , depending only on the parameters r and " 2 ; : : :; " M and the global characteristics of the CNF formula involved (the numbers S 2 ; S 3 ; : : :; S M ) in such a way that f j'( ) < m sat g contains no satis able assignments f j'( ) > M sat g contains only satis able assignments
Thus, by knowing m sat , the quadratic convex cut '( ) m sat
shall be a valid cut. Also, speci c values of the parameters shall be given which make these cuts as discriminative possible.
Allowing m sat and M sat to depend on other characteristics (such as average numbers of occurrencies, number of pure clauses, average length of clauses, : : :) as well, certainly will increase the discriminative properties of the cuts, however, the analysis will be likewise more involved, and we shall not proceed along these lines. Still, our methods to establish these values leave some space for more speci ty, as the reader may notice in the sequal.
4 The 2-SAT case.
In this section we suppose to consist of only 2-literal clauses. This assumption has a considerable simplifying e ect on our formulae. The reader may check that in this case (a) A glance at M sat and m sat immediately reveals that no parameter setting exists which makes a global separation of satis able vertices from non satis able vertices by means of these quadratic convex cuts possible ! That is, no " 2 and r exist for which M sat m sat (unfortunately). This of course does not imply that such a separation is impossible if we allow our parameters to depend on more speci c structure of , rather than on the global characteristics. But we do not want them to do so.
The question whether some choices of " 2 and r yield sharper cuts than others remains unanswered sofar. Now one of the obvious properties we want our rst cut of 4.12 to satisfy is that it excludes as many non satis able assignments as possible. We see that putting " 2 = 1 and r = 1 ? p 2 results in rather attractive formulae, a fact which invites us to present some examples. In this section we shall deal with pure 3-CNF formulae. We shall ask ourselves the same questions as for the 2-SAT case. It will appear that things become slightly more involved and that there is considerably less freedom in selecting appropriate parameters. We start with simplifying our formulae. we obtained a parametrized family of quadratic convex cuts for the (pure) 3-SAT problem.
Next we investigate whether it is possible to select r and " 3 in such a way that the cut '( ) m sat excludes the \average" non satis able assignment. it comes as close as possible. We conclude that we cannot nd a parameter setting meeting our strict requirement of 5.11 but that, by putting 2 u 3 = w 3 the \average" non satis able assignment is on the boundary of the cut '( ) m sat . We can be slightly more detailed here: In establishing m sat in the 2 u 3 = w 3 setting it appears that the minimal value of the associated convex minimization problem is obtained exactly only if 3 4 S is a natural number.
This means that in fact the \average" non satis able assignment may appear on the boundary of '( ) = ? 3 8 w 3 but that the satis able assignments are in the interior of the cut, that is, they Yet another possibility is " 3 ! 1 in 5.15, resulting in = 2. Corresponding r for this last setting is r = ?2.
The rst example we consider is to a rm our conclusions about the impossibility of strictly separating satis able assignments from unsatis able ones using our quadratic convex cuts. 6 General and mixed 2,3-SAT case.
In this section we shall only be concerned with the convex quadratic cut '( ) m sat . Again we notice that an estimation m sat is desired which only depends on S 2 ; S 3 ; : : :; S M and that by reasons of symmetry we may restrict ourselves to solve the problem m sat = min '(c) (6.1) ( (e) true has S i clauses with i literals. and, again, the above expression is seen to be convex in the S m;i and must be minimized under the constraints given in 6.2 and the additional constraints S m;0 = 0) (m M). The reader is invited to con rm that for S 3 = 0 and S 2 = 0, m sat takes the values derived for the separated cases respectively. Also in this case one can show (as in 4.14 and 5.10) that the "average" non satis able vertex c + does not satisfy '( ) > m sat . In fact, it does not satisfy '( ) m sat as soon as S 2 6 = 0.
However, it is questionable whether this is a useful observation, since mixed 2,3-SAT formulae are typically appearing when solving a 3-SAT problem and as such generally are not random.
7 Geometric evidence for the hardness of balanced formulae.
Numerical experiments (Dubois 1]) have shown that random 3-SAT formulae in the hard region tend to become even harder in so called balanced cases. We believe that our quadratic convex cuts explain this feature quite well. First, we notice that for random formulae , the eigenvalues of (c) = ( ij ) are generally nonzero and consequently negative. This means, that the inequality '( ) m sat de nes an ellipsoid, the center C of which is given by the solution of (C) = ?r In the above case, however, the length of the axes may di er. Next, the reader is invited to con rm that for pure 3-SAT formulae the diagonal terms of are given by Noticing that in the above expression the quadratic term is much smaller than the linear term, we see that formulae which are balanced in occurrences of the variables the diagonal terms of are approximately equal. Eigenvalues of , therefore, are approximately equal too. Hence the geometrical picture of an occurrence balanced formula is a sphere. However, in this case, its centre need not be zero necessarily and hence rst order heuristics may yield pro t. Now a formula which is balanced for both features has as its geometrical picture a sphere with centre zero. The inequality of 7.2 now has all coe cients of the 2 i approximately equal. Still, the o diagonal terms may cause some slight di erence in the length of the axes! Consider for instance the double balanced formula = (p _ q _ r)^(p_ q_ r)^( p _ q _ r)^( p_ q_ r)
Here, '( ) m sat simpli es to 4 2 p + 4 2 q + 4 2 r + 8 q r 3 which de nes an elliptic cylinder (there is a zero eigenvalue here, with eigenvector along q = r ). The eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue (notice that the inequality sign has reversed) is along q = ? r . In fact, the above inequality yields q r 0 immediately, implying that q $ r is a necessary condition for satis ability. The above means that, from a geometric point of view, double balanced formulae do not represent typically the hardest possible cases. However, if the o diagonal terms tend to vanish too, that is, if is moreover pairwise balanced in sign, meaning DIF 2 (3; i; j) 0 for all i 6 = j (7.4) the geometrical picture is an almost perfect sphere with centre 0 and 7.2 simpli es to the non informative inequality We encourage the experimentalists to test the hardness of the above type of random 3-SAT formulae.
